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Abstract
We present a novel method for jointly performing recognition of complex events and linking fragmented tracks into
coherent, long-duration tracks. Many event recognition
methods require highly accurate tracking, and may fail
when tracks corresponding to event actors are fragmented
or partially missing. However, these conditions occur frequently from occlusions, trafﬁc and tracking errors. Recently, methods have been proposed for linking track fragments from multiple objects under these difﬁcult conditions.
Here, we develop a method for solving these two problems jointly. A hypothesized event model, represented as
a Dynamic Bayes Net, supplies data-driven constraints on
the likelihood of proposed track fragment matches. These
event-guided constraints are combined with appearance
and kinematic constraints used in the previous track linking formulation. The result is the most likely track linking
solution given the event model, and the highest event score
given all of the track fragments. The event model with the
highest score is determined to have occurred, if the score exceeds a threshold. Results demonstrated on a busy scene of
airplane servicing activities, where many non-event movers
and long fragmented tracks are present, show the promise
of the approach to solving the joint problem.

1. Introduction
Many algorithms for recognizing events or activities depend on tracking event actors correctly [7, 16, 8, 13, 5]. But
assumptions of robust tracking are problematic under realworld conditions such as busy scenes, full and partial occlusions, shadows, and so on. Frequently, objects involved in
an event are tracked intermittently, with no preservation of
identity across track fragments corresponding to the same
object. Recent work attempts to address these tracking issues by linking track fragments together in a multi-object

framework [9] or by background layers [18].
We propose a novel algorithm that solves event recognition and track linking jointly. Rather than assuming complete tracks for event actors, we dynamically determine the
global track linking solution over the entire scene and an
arbitrary temporal window that maximizes the likelihood of
a hypothesized event occurrence. This optimization is performed online as objects are tracked, resulting in both the
best estimate of which event is occurring (if any), and how
all track fragments in the scene should be linked given that
event. The tracking formulation follows the track matching paradigm in [9] enhanced with constraints from the
event model. Events are modeled using Dynamic Bayesian
Networks, with observed nodes corresponding to spatiotemporal, semantic relations between event actors and elements as in [7].
The primary advantage of our method is that events can
be recognized despite highly fragmented tracking due to
long occlusions, in scenes with many non-involved movers,
under different scene viewpoints and/or conﬁgurations. An
example scene and event is shown in Figure 1. In our experiments, event actors are not tracked for hundreds of frames
at 30Hz. Non-actors move through the same areas as the
actors, often at the same time. Both of these problems are
addressed by the coupling of event recognition and track
linking.
Furthermore, we focus on complex events, in the sense
that events are deﬁned by the interactions of multiple objects, through multiple states. In these cases the analysis of
a single track is insufﬁcient to characterize the event. In order to recognize the same complex event in different scene
conﬁgurations, we model the invariant, underlying semantics of the event through discrete, semantic state models
constructed on relational semantic primitives, rather than
direct measurements such as position and orientation that
vary from scene to scene.
A complementary advantage is that tracking is also improved. Instead of being an independent process, tracking
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Figure 1. An airplane refueling event. The scene contains many
moving objects, signiﬁcant occlusions behind the aircraft and
trucks, objects in close proximity, and erratic motion patterns.

is embedded in the context of the hypothesized event. This
context provides resolution of ambiguity that is very difﬁcult or impossible otherwise, particularly in busy scenes.
Consider a situation where appearance information is not
sufﬁcient to discriminate between a set of individuals. Multiple people are tracked initially, then some become occluded, then some reappear one at a time. How do we associate the reappearing tracks to those we saw before? In
simple cases, kinematic prediction might be sufﬁcient. In
complex cases, where people are occluded for long periods
but short spatial distances, their behavior both before and
after the occlusion may be an important clue for identity association. Our event models provide expectations on those
behaviors, which are then used to constrain track association.
One potential concern about this approach is that when
a hypothesized event is not occurring, event-guided track
linking could “hallucinate” the event by creating incorrect
links to ﬁt the event model. Although this is possible, for
complex events it is very unlikely. As the number of model
states and actors increases, the probability of linking incidental track fragments into plausible actor tracks rapidly
decreases. We have not observed these problems in our experiments, although our experimental validation is not yet
extensive.
There are many approaches to event, activity and behavior recognition. Our focus is on detecting modeled events,
for which little or no training data may be available. Hence
our methods are appropriate for applications where interesting events are rare and can be speciﬁed in semantic terms.
When sufﬁcient training data is available, statistical methods can be used to learn normal behavior and detect deviations [16, 6, 13], although explaining abnormal behavior
may be performed through explicit models. Of particular
relevance is the work of Gong and Xiang [4, 17], because
they recognize complex activities without explicit tracking.

Instead, complex behavior patterns of interacting objects
are learned directly from moving object detections in order
to avoid difﬁculties from track fragmentation. This work is
a compelling example of what can be done without tracking,
although ultimately tracking is required for scaling to busy
scenes, viewpoint and conﬁguration changes, and complete
scene understanding.
Results are demonstrated on a very challenging scenario,
refueling airplanes. The primary actors in the event are occluded or otherwise not tracked for thousands of frames.
Non-involved people and vehicles move through the scene
during refueling, and appearance is a weak linking cue for
most of the people. We show that refueling events can
be distinguished from other activity under these conditions,
and that tracking performance is improved by event-guided
linking vs. context-free linking.
Although we directly address track fragmentation and
long tracking gaps, we do not yet handle other tracking
issues such as merged objects, completely missing actor
tracks, and partially erroneous tracks that correspond to different objects at different times. The last issue is virtually
eliminated by the track linking framework, which allows the
threshold for track termination to be set at a very sensitive
level.
The next section summarizes the track linking formulation from [9]. The third section describes our event modeling approach, followed by the main contribution of the
paper in combining track linking and event recognition. Results are then discussed followed by conclusions.

2. Track Linking
The fundamental challenge addressed by track linking is to maintain object identity through signiﬁcant track
fragmentation caused by long occlusions, shadows, pose
changes, nearby moving objects and other tracking problems. These conditions can cause the track of an object to
be lost. Another track on the same object may then be created, and we wish to link these “tracklets” together into a
single track for the object. When multiple moving objects
are close together, this problem becomes much more difﬁcult, particularly in the presence of false tracks from motion
segmentation errors.
Track linking integrates a set of relatively independent
modules to address each of these problems. On each frame,
a moving object detector detects all movers in the video. For
each mover that is not already being tracked, a single object
tracker is initiated to form a tracklet. When a tracklet’s lock
score drops below a threshold, the tracklet is terminated.
Periodically, the track matching module makes a global assignment of tracklets into tracks, considering all tracklets
within a speciﬁed time window – new tracklets, previously
lost tracklets (called suspended tracklets), and previously
linked tracklets (their link associations may be changed).
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Ideally, the output is a single linked track per object.
For moving object detection, we use either frame differencing or GMM background modeling [15]. For singleobject tracking, we use mean-shift [3]. In [9] scene understanding was used to assist in occlusion reasoning. Although we expect it would help in event recognition, we
have not yet considered it in our work.
The track matching module jointly associates all suspended tracklets with all active tracklets or no tracklet if
no suitable match is found. Denoting the set of suspended
(source) tracklets as S = {S1 , S2 , S3 , ..., Sm } and the active (destination) tracklets as D = {D1 , D2 , D3 , ..., Dn },
then a matching conﬁguration is Ck ⊆ S × D , where D is
D extended with a null track. The goal is to ﬁnd
Copt = arg max P(Ck | tracklet data).
Ck

(1)

Following [14], an association matrix M is formed
where the elements tij represent the probability that source
i corresponds to destination j and ti0 corresponds to the null
match,
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Assuming that tracklet pairings are conditionally independent with the constraint that no two source tracklets can
match to the same destination tracklet, the optimal assignment is

Copt = arg max
tij
(3)
Ck

(i,j)∈Ck

which is computed using the Hungarian algorithm [10].
To compute the probability tij that a source tracklet corresponds to a destination tracklet, the probabilities of kinematics x̃ and appearance ã are combined,
tij ∝ p(x̃|Si → Dj )p(ã|Si → Dj ).
Kinematic prediction follows a constant-state assumption,
and appearance matching is performed on color histograms
accumulated over each tracklet.
Here, we extend the previous formulation to include
event constraints as described below.

3. Event Recognition
We are interested in the representation of complex
events, where the semantics of the event are explicitly captured in a set of discrete states and in the quantities deﬁning
those states. This type of model has proven to be effective
in previous work by various groups [7, 12], particularly for

Figure 2. The DBN event model. Event state is maintained in node
E, the semantics of each event state are represented by the Primitive layer, and the observation density of each primitive is captured
in the Observables layer.

generalization over a wide range of scene conditions without model modiﬁcation [2].
An event model consists of a ﬁxed set of actors, Ai ,
and a dynamical model U expressing how the actors interact over time. U is represented as a set of discrete states
U1 , U2 , ..., UN . For now, we assume these states are strictly
ordered. The actors may be moving or stationary. There is
a ﬁnite set {Ei } of event models.
To account for uncertainty in observable data such as object position and velocity, we use a Dynamic Bayes Net
(DBN). DBN’s generalize HMM’s, relaxing some of the
limitations of the latter by allowing temporal dependence
between arbitrary nodes to model persistence. Our DBN
model is shown in Figure 2. At each time slice (video
frame), a new instance of the network is created and temporally linked to the previous one according to the temporal
dependencies. The root node E ∈ {U1 , U2 , ..., UN } maintains the state estimate of the current time slice given the
current and all previous observations.
The Observables layer contains observed nodes, one for
each semantic primitive in the model as described below.
The Primitives layer acts as a noise buffer between the observables and the (hidden) state, so that P(P |E), the prior
conditional distribution of a primitive given an event state,
is not directly tied to P(O|P ), which models the distribution
of a noisy observable given a primitive (for which a direct
observation is possible). Our model resembles the multiobservation HMM previously proposed [1] with the addition of the layer of primitives nodes. In our experiments,
we have found that the model works well enough without
the temporal links between nodes in the Primitives layer.
One of the signiﬁcant advantages of our approach is that
we apply semantic modeling as early in the data processing chain as possible, through the use of spatio-temporal
semantic relations. Our DBN is based on these relations
rather than on raw observables such as position. In previous
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track linking to resolve this problem.

4. Jointly Recognizing Events and Linking
Tracks

Figure 3. The dynamics of the event are deﬁned by changes in the
expected values of semantic primitives. The refueling model uses
9 binary primitives (rows) and 17 states (columns). The value in
cell i, j indicates the expected value of primitive i in state j. An
empty cell indicates that the model is indifferent to the value of
primitive i for state j. The primitives that are shaded gray cannot
be observed in our video, and are not used in the model.

work, we have demonstrated that this intuitive enhancement
can provide surprising robustness with respect to changes in
viewpoint and scene conﬁguration in recognizing complex
multi-stage events [2]. The 17 states here are actually logically grouped into 9 subevents, each of which can be reused
to compose other event models. Our semantic primitives
here are constructed with relational predicates such as CloseTo, ContainedIn, AppearNear, DisappearNear and unary
predicates such as Moving.
The semantic primitives provide the link between actors
and the event model. Instead of directly representing the
actors in the DBN, the semantic primitives take the actors
as arguments. This allows the event to be deﬁned as a sequence of expected values of semantic primitives, as shown
in Figure 3. The values in this table were speciﬁed initially
by hand through observing an example sequence (T10).
Note that the primitive ContainedIn(Truck1, Driver1) actually cannot be observed in our example video (see row 3
in Figure 3) and does not actually have a corresponding Observable node. Nevertheless, it’s a primitive that is modeled
and can be inferred from a video sequence.
The event model contains a number of parameters, which
can be learned or manually speciﬁed. We used a combination, as we desire to train on at most one sequence and
generalize to others. A uniform distribution is inserted by
default for nodes corresponding to entries in the table that
are left unspeciﬁed. That is to say, the state of the unspeciﬁed primitives given the speciﬁc event state is assumed to
be true or false with equal probability without any additional data. After manual initialization of the parameters, a
training step was performed by a standard expectation maximization method for DBN’s [11], using the given example
sequence (T10) to update all parameters.
A major limitation of this baseline approach is that it assumes complete tracks for the event actors, so that the observed semantic relations are always present. In the next
section we describe how we combine event recognition and

We formulate our method for event recognition under
fragmented tracking, as a joint solution to event recognition
and track linking. Given a set of event models and a video
sequence, our goal is to ﬁnd all instances of events that have
occurred. In the video, a number of tracklets T={Tj } are
observed over time. Each actor Ai ∈ A in event instance E
corresponds to a temporal sequence of zero or more tracklets, but any tracklet Tj may not correspond to any actor (a
clutter tracklet). For simplicity, we assume that each tracklet may be assigned to at most one actor (i.e. we defer the
problem of handling merged tracks), and that each actor is
involved in only one event.
Then, the problem is to ﬁnd a labeling L of T, where
each tracklet Tj is assigned to one actor Ai or to a clutter
track, such that the event likelihood is maximized. L can be
written
L = {(l1 , T1 ), (l2 , T2 ), ..., (ln , Tn )}

where n = ||T|| is the number of tracklets. Deﬁning
m = ||A|| as the number of actors, then lj = i for i ≤ m
indicates that Tj is assigned to Ai . If lj > m, then Tj is
assigned to a clutter track Gi ∈ G.
The goal is to ﬁnd the labeling that maximizes the probability of the event,
Lopt = arg max P(E|T, L).
L

IEEE

(5)

A complete solution to this requires a search over all labeling possibilities, which is combinatorial.
However, we can cast the problem as a track matching
problem, guided by the event model, with a few additional
constraints to make it tractable. In addition, we extend the
problem to include track matching for all tracks (i.e. including clutter tracks), which adds little computational cost and
should increase robustness when clutter and actor tracks are
close together.
Continuing the notation of track linking, our combined
event-track matching conﬁguration is CE ⊆ (A ∪ G) ×
T. This can be expressed as a (m + ||G||) × (n + 1) cost
matrix ME analogous to Eq.2, except the ﬁrst m rows are
designated actor tracks.
Once the assignment problem involving ME is solved
using the Hungarian algorithm as before, i.e. the lowest cost
path is found with exactly one entry in each row and column (except for the null column), then L can be extracted
directly, as the selected column j in each row i provides the
value lj = i. But how does this help us ﬁnd the labeling
that maximizes P(E|T, L)?
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To incorporate event constraints into ME , we extend the
computation of the cost tij of matching source tracklet Si
to destination tracklet Dj , given by Eq. 2, to
tij ∝ P(x̃|Si → Dj )P(ã|Si → Dj )P(E|Si → Dj )α .
(6)
P(E|Si → Dj ) is the probability of the event model given
the hypothesized match, and α is a weighting factor (a multiplicative factor in the log-likelihood space) that governs
the inﬂuence of the event model on the solution. It is computed by assuming the match, spatially and temporally interpolating across the gap between the tracklets, evaluating
the DBN through the (temporal) end of Dj , then taking the
average log-likelihood. Since this computation can be expensive, we ﬁrst ﬁlter the tij entries by kinematics and appearance.
The assignment solution with the cost matrix ME takes
into account the event model and its quantiﬁed preferences
for track matches. Since this is incorporated directly into
track matching, clutter tracks that may interfere with the
event are considered together with actor tracks, and the
solution should optimize both event likelihood and track
matching given the event.
We can now summarize the approach. We perform a
brute force search over both initial role assignments and
event models. Speciﬁcally, the system is initialized by selecting an event model, assigning a tracklet to each of its
actors, and then performing concurrent event-guided linking and DBN evaluation. Linking is performed whenever
an actor tracklet ends, while DBN evaluation occurs at each
frame and is performed using the forward-backward algorithm [11]. An event is detected when its average loglikelihood score exceeds a threshold.
However, we shall note that the ME formulation violates the pairwise conditional independence assumption required to solve ME efﬁciently. Because of P(E|Si → Dj ),
the score of one match may depend on other matches since
all actor tracks contribute to the event model. We resolve
this by restricting ME to have exactly one actor tracklet at
a time. Since ME is evaluated whenever an actor tracklet
ends, this implies that at most one actor tracklet can end in
any frame. We have not encountered exceptions to this condition, but a simple workaround would be to extend one of
the actor tracklets by a frame or two. Similarly, we cannot
allow the previous assignment of a tracklet to an actor track
to be revised (this is not true for clutter tracks, which can be
re-matched at any later point; see [9]).
Addressing these problems, and improving upon the
brute-force search, which does not scale well with the number of event models and actors, is deferred to future work.

Figure 4. A second example of airplane refueling (T10). This
scene has the same challenges as the one in Figure 1 (T09). The
two scenes differ considerably in viewpoint, relative object positions, temporal spacing of actor occlusions and clutter tracks.

5. Experiments and Results
Our experiments were conducted on video sequences
showing refueling of commercial aircraft as shown in Figures 4 and 1. In these videos, which have signiﬁcantly different viewpoints, many non-involved movers are present
and they move near the airplanes, refueling trucks and people involved in the event. We demonstrate successful recognition of refueling activities under these conditions, using a
DBN event model with 17 states and 9 semantic primitive
relations. After parameters were tuned based on T10, no
adjustments were made for T09. First, we validate the approach on manual tracks with increasing levels of fragmentation. Then computed tracklets are used, and recognition
scores are compared to non-events to show model discrimination, and to independently linked tracks to show the beneﬁt of event-guided linking.
In both scenes, the duration of the refueling events is
about 16,000 frames. In each event, a fuel truck drives to
the front of the plane. The driver gets out, retrieves a hose
and a ladder from the back of the truck, and walks to one
wingtip. He ascends the ladder, inserts the hose into the
wing, and pauses for many seconds. He then removes the
hose, descends the ladder, walks to the other wingtip with
the hose (passing by the truck), and repeats the refueling.
He then returns to the truck, pulls in the hose, gets in the
truck and drives off.
This sequence of sub-events is modeled by 17 DBN
states deﬁned by changes in the observation likelihoods of
the semantic primitives. In our model, the roles are the
driver/refueler, the refueling truck, the two wingtips, and
the plane itself. The semantic primitives are computed using the tracks of these role objects as described below. We
manually selected the plane and wingtip locations, but these
could be automatically identiﬁed, particularly if the plane is
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Figure 5. Manually-created tracks overlaid on one frame of the
T09 video. Note the proximity of various objects, and the complex
nature of the trajectories in the event.

Figure 6. Recognition of event model over 16,000 frames, using
manual tracks. The average log-likelihood score is -2.1.

observed taxiing into its parked position (our videos do not
include this).

5.1. Validation using Manual Tracks
To investigate the performance of our system under ideal
conditions, and for track evaluation, we manually created
ground-truth tracks for all moving objects in the two refueling scenes (see Figure 5 for one example). This ground
truth includes the user’s guess at object positions when they
are occluded.
The highest event score should be achieved when the correct role assignments are made on these ideal tracks. No
track linking is required for this experiment. Figure 6 shows
this case, and details the evolution of the observed and inferred values of the DBN nodes. The green curve at the
bottom shows the state transitions (vertical edges) through
the model. These transitions closely correspond to changes
in the observed and primitive nodes, according to the expected values shown in Figure 3. Note that the primitive

Figure 7. Histogram of log-likelihood scores calculated on observation sequences derived from the T09 video. 303 different observation sequences were generated by assigning different actor roles
to object tracks. The 303 role assignments include 300 random
ones, and 3 hand-picked ones that were meant to be confusable.
The red bar corresponds to the correct role assignment and was
found to be well separated from the others.

nodes roughly follow the observed nodes after accounting
for noise in the data. For example, Primitive node 6 made a
smoothed interpretation of the Observable node 14 between
frame 8000 to frame 10000 when the driver moved from
one side of the plane to the other.
For the model to be effective, the score of the true event
must be distinguished from scores of the model when role
assignments are incorrect. This is shown in Figure 7, again
for ideal tracks. Only a small fraction of the non-event
scores were close to the true event score. Although the
model was tuned on T10, no parameter adjustments were
made for T09.
Since we are particularly interested in how event recognition performs under high levels of fragmentation, we systematically fragmented the manual tracks by deleting h
frames, then keeping k frames, deleting h again, and so
on. Tracks were then linked by associating them to ground
truth.
The results are shown in Figure 8. As the tracking gap
length increases from 0 to 900 frames, recognition performance on T10 remains relatively consistent. Performance
on T09 is expectedly lower than T10, but remains reasonable until the gap length exceeds 400 frames. As shown in
Figure 7, most non-event scores are below -5 on T09.

5.2. Results on Computed Tracks
With a good understanding of the behavior of our model
on ideal tracks, we now turn our attention to the much more
difﬁcult problem of recognition on computed tracks. On
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Figure 8. Results of recognizing the refueling event on manual
tracks, with increasing levels of fragmentation. The horizontal
axis is the length of track gaps, and the vertical axis is the event average log-likelihood. T10 is the sequence used for training. Reasonable recognition performance is maintained on sequence T09
over track gaps up to 400 frames.

Figure 9. Tracklets produced by mean-shift tracking with automatic initialization on sequence T09.

both of these videos, the tracker creates very high fragmentation, with gaps of thousands of frames on some objects
because of occlusion, lack of motion and tracking loss. Results of tracking (without linking) are shown in Figure 9 for
T09. The driver is fragmented into dozens of tracklets, as
are many of the other movers. This tracking was performed
with high sensitivity and a low track termination threshold,
which is suitable for subsequent linking.
Independent track linking, without the event model,
should still improve the situation, and hence it serves as an
interesting result in its own right and a baseline for comparing event-guided linking. Attempting to recognize the event
without any sort of linking proved to be hopeless, as none
of the actor tracks last for a reasonable fraction of the event
duration (even with parameters tuned for this as opposed to

Figure 10. Results of independent track linking, i.e. no use of the
event model, on sequence T09. The event recognition scores are
poor because the actor tracks are still partially fragmented. For
example, the driver/refueler is fragmented into the purple, green
and violet tracks near the front and right wing of the plane.

linking). With actor track fragments correctly assigned, the
resulting model scores were all below -7, i.e. no recognition.
Results of independent track linking are shown in Figure 10 on T09. Event recognition results were computed
using these tracks, with interpolation across the gaps. Track
linking is partially correct, but it divides the primary actor (driver) into three tracks. To examine whether recognition is still possible, we ran separate tests for each of the
three driver tracks, with the truck assigned to its ground
truth track. This raises the score somewhat artiﬁcially, but
provides a harder comparison for event-guided linking.
The resulting scores are -5.2, -4.7 and -4.2 for the purple,
green and violet tracks respectively in Figure 10. Comparing to the scores in Figure 7, these numbers indicate partial
recognition – which is quite reasonable, as the driver track
is partially correct (and the other actor tracks are completely
correct, although much less complicated).
If the three tracks are manually linked into a single track
comprising most of the driver’s trajectory, the score increases to -3.0. This score is particularly signiﬁcant, because it is an upper bound given the driver tracklets. Recognition using event-guided linking cannot do better given the
same tracklets.
Finally, we discuss preliminary results on joint event
recognition and linking. For computational efﬁciency, these
were computed on tracks partially linked by independent
track linking. This is similar to the hypothesis ﬁltering step
before evaluating P(E|Si → Dj ), in the sense that it allows conservative linking without event guidance. More aggressive track linking would have resulted in incorrect track
matches that could not be undone. On the T09 video (not
used for learning), event-guided linking is able to correctly
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piece together the complete tracks of the driver and the fuel
truck. For example, it correctly links the purple, green and
violet tracklets corresponding to the driver in Figure 10.
The resulting event score indicates reasonable recognition
performance.
Although our experimental validation is limited at this
point, these preliminary results indicate that the method has
signiﬁcant potential to address very challenging problems
in tracking and event recognition.

6. Conclusions
We have addressed the challenging problem of recognizing complex events involving multiple interacting objects,
in busy scenes with long occlusions. The primary contribution is the combination of track linking with event recognition in a joint formulation that optimizes both simultaneously. This integration enables robust event recognition
despite occlusions of hundreds or thousands of frames on
the actor tracks, in the presence of clutter tracks. We also
demonstrate robustness with respect to changes in viewpoint and scene conditions through the use of semantic
modeling in a DBN framework. More evaluation experiments with additional video sequences are underway in order to characterize the performance of the approach more
completely. Overall, the joint formulation has a great potential in solving tracking and event recognition problems
in real-world conditions.
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